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What is a Character Appraisal and What is its Purpose?
A Character Appraisal assessment includes information to explain the special architectural
and historic interest of a conservation area. This document is an appraisal as defined by
Historic England’s guidance Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management
(February 2016). This should provide an understanding and articulation of a special area’s
character, which can be used to develop a robust policy framework for planning decisions.
Most appraisal statements will include a map identifying key features such as important
views, positive buildings, listed and locally listed buildings together with the boundary of
the conservation area.

The aim of the Effingham Conservation Area appraisal is to:
Improve the understanding of the history and the historical context of the area.
Generate awareness: what it is about the Conservation Area that makes it of special interest
Provide residents and owners with a clear idea of key features in the Conservation Area
that should be sustained and preserved.
Provide the Council with a valuable tool with which to inform its planning practice and
policies for the area.
Provide residents and owners with a clear idea of what improvements could be made
to help enhance the Conservation Area.

The Old Almshouses

View of Home Farm and St Lawrence Church
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The Planning Policy Context
National Policies

Government advice concerning heritage assets is set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework, July 2015 (NPPF). A core principle of the NPPF is outlined as: conserving
heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance. Conservation areas are
defined as designated heritage assets in central government policy here so attention must
be given to their conservation and enhancement in the planning process, and their setting
respected, in accordance with The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 (Section 72).

Local Policies

The Historic Environment chapter of the Guildford Local Plan 2003 contains a number of
saved (retained) policies aimed at protecting historic buildings and areas and their setting.
This document, together with the Council’s emerging Local Plan, can be viewed at
www.guildford.gov.uk.

St Lawrence Church and churchyard
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Implications of Designation

Designation means that Conservation
Areas are considered as heritage assets
in their own right, and introduces additional
controls for a number of development
issues within the area, set out below:

Demolition

Substantial demolition in a Conservation
Area requires Planning Permission for the
total demolition of buildings or structures
with a total volume of more than 115 cubic
metres or the demolition of walls over one
metre in height if facing a highway (two
metres elsewhere).

Restrictions on Permitted
Development rights

Church Street looking north
Planning permission is required for the
following:
insertion of dormers in, or other alteration to, a roof space
installation of satellite dishes on a wall fronting a highway, any chimney, or building
more than 15 metres in height
cladding any part of the exterior of a dwelling house with stone, artificial stone, timber,
plastic or tiles.
(The list is not exhaustive, so it is recommended that you contact the Planning
Department to check if your proposals require permission if you are in any doubt).

Garages and outbuildings

The Plough public house

character and appearance of a Conservation Area. Planning permission may be required
for alterations depending on the location and height of the wall or fence.

Trees

All trees that measure more than 75mm in diameter at a height of 1.5m are protected and
six weeks’ written notice must be given to the Council of any proposal to carry out works
to these trees, to lop, top, prune or fell. However, trees within or adjacent to the highway
may not be protected in the same way.

Extensions to existing outbuildings whose cubic content is greater than 10 cubic metres
would need planning permission.

The government planning portal contains further guidance and details can be found at:
www.planningportal.gov.uk.

Walls and fences

Application forms for planning applications are available on the Council’s website:
www.guildford.gov.uk.

Brick and stone boundary walls may be historic and often contribute positively to the
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INTRODUCTION
Effingham is a Surrey village on
the eastern boundary of Guildford
Borough. It is well connected by the
A246 road to Guildford and London,
and has a railway connection from
Effingham Junction north of the
village. The village today has a
concentration of historic buildings
around its Parish Church.

King George V Playing Fields
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Historically the village comprised several ancient manors with farmsteads surrounded by
rural agricultural land on which the community depended. A prehistoric route, the North
Downs Way, runs in an east-west direction. Effingham Conservation Area lies at the
centre of the present day parish. Common land lies to the north, with the Surrey Hills to
the south, and farmland still separates the village from the neighbouring parish of East
Horsley to the west To the east, the adjoining parish of Little Bookham is separated and
distinct from Effingham by a green buffer of farmland and open space; its Conservation
Area lies just 100 metres from that of Effingham, underlining the close historic links
between the two villages. Effingham retains its own distinct character and its connection
to the rural landscape that surrounds it.
The village has two village pubs – The Sir Douglas Haig and The Plough Inn, both in use
and a row of shops on The Street which includes a bakery and café, butcher, hardware
store, hairdressers, post office and general store. The village has no medical facilities
although these are available in nearby East Horsley, Bookham, Fetcham and Cobham.
An open air café has also opened on King George V Playing Fields serving hot food and
drinks with outdoor seating area for users
of the grounds.
The village has three churches, Anglican,
Catholic and Methodist with two church
halls and a meeting room. King George V
Hall provides the main village hall for the
community, and space for public meetings,
community groups and pre-school sessions.
A limited bus service connects the village
to Epsom and Guildford via Bookham and
Leatherhead. A train service is available
1.7 miles away at Bookham or Effingham
Junction connecting the village with
London. However, Effingham is largely a
commuter village and residents are highly
dependent on cars.
Effingham
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Church Street pictured on a postcard from 1909

St Lawrence churchyard
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Existing Conservation Area

Effingham Conservation Area was originally designated by Surrey County Council on
23 February 1971. The Borough Council undertook a review of the area and a revised
Conservation Area boundary was approved by the Planning Committee on 7 January
1992 which excluded an area of modern housing on the A246 Guildford Road, but
otherwise retained the original boundary as designated.
The current Conservation Area boundary encompasses the original historic core of the
village and historic 12th century manor houses. It also includes the church of
St Lawrence, and farmhouses, as well as later principal village buildings such as the
village school, Catholic Church and Lutyens’ Red House. It includes The Lodge, and
woodland and recreational land to the east. The Conservation Area also includes the
extensive tree belt to the edge of King George V Playing Fields on its eastern and
southern boundaries. The south boundary also includes mature trees on the highway
footpath and the small island crossing point on the A246. The open land and trees
included here contribute considerably to the open landscape setting of the village, and the
Conservation Area, and it is considered these should remain within it for future protection.
On the western boundary a considerable area of open land is also included.

Junction of The Street and Lower Road
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The Red House
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Three houses and surviving section of the former turnpike

Proposed Changes to the Conservation Area
A walkabout of the village was undertaken with key stakeholders to assess the current
boundary and to appraise the areas of special interest. From the appraisal now undertaken
it is considered that the current Conservation Area boundary is in the main an appropriate
one and justified in order to protect and enhance the special architectural and historic
interest of Effingham and the features of significance that contribute to the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area. A few anomalies with the boundary exist, and
careful consideration was given to some other issues raised and expanded on here:
To the southern edge of the conservation area several modern detached houses are
included within the boundary – Dolphin House, Tythe Farm, Fairway and lying to the
west of Effingham House Golf Club. These houses are not deemed to have historic
value or special interest worthy of inclusion within the Conservation Area and it is
considered the boundary should be altered to remove these taking the boundary close
to the western edge of the Golf Club site as shown on the amended boundary plan.
The Street, looking north
Effingham
Conservation Area Study and Character Appraisal
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The appropriateness of open land to
the west and east of the village being
included within the Conservation
Area boundary has been given further
consideration particularly as the village
is now partly inset from the Green Belt.
The current Conservation Area boundary
includes King George V Playing Fields
and runs south of the A246 including
the road and pavement and the traffic
island close to the junction with Beech
Avenue and The Street. On the eastern
side, the boundary runs along the back
of the gardens to properties on Manor
Grove House
House Lane and includes the footpath
within the King George V Playing Fields.
Importantly to the south and east of
the playing fields, the Conservation Area boundary includes the mature trees that are
significant features of the character here; they are a very attractive and a defining edge
to the playing fields, and the land is an important open space to the village, and its
setting. The Conservation Area affords protection to the trees, and their contribution
to wildlife habitats, visual enjoyment and amenity. It is also considered that the open
space here with its defining mature tree boundary to the east and south contributes
significantly to the life and amenity of the village, and the setting of its historic assets.
The playing fields also represent an important survival of the demesne of the former
Effingham East Court Manor House to the north of the fields. From a review of this
area, it is considered appropriate that the existing Conservation Area around King
George V Playing Fields is retained. Open land to the west of the village is also
considered to be important to the historic setting of the conservation area and as there
are important footpaths leading directly form the centre of the village to the northern
residential area and as the land here is significant in terms of views and historic
relationships to historic buildings and setting such as Grove House. It is therefore
proposed that the eastern and western boundaries remain unchanged.
King George V Playing Fields
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Effingham Conservation Area
The current Conservation Area includes
the historic village centred on the Early
Norman parish church and a number
of medieval farmhouses. It includes
agricultural fields and allotments to the
west, and the expansive King George V
Playing Fields to the east which historically
formed part of The Lodge estate. To the
north the Victorian village primary school,
Lutyens’ Red House and the Catholic
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows form
the built edge of the Conservation Area,
beyond which are Thanets Wood and
Effingham Common. Effingham House
together with Crosslands are included
within the southern boundary.
The settlement pattern of Effingham
derives from its medieval street layout
Lychgate of Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church
of Lower Road, Church Street and The
Street all lying on a north south axis, and
interconnected by Crossways and Chapel Hill. Lower Road defines the northern extent
of the village and Guildford Road A246 defines the south. The roads provide interconnectivity and visual interest particularly at corner junctions for example at Crossways
with the former doctors surgery (now housing); its decorative gable fronting with long side
and rear brick elevation is hard up to the roadside edge of The Street, and at Chapel Hill
with the Methodist Church a focal point of views. The Sir Douglas Haig Public House is
a visually prominent building on approach to the village form the north. There are views
along the roads, and glimpsed views between the built form, and from fronts and rears,
and towards the surrounding countryside in some places, which remains an important
feature of the area and connects the village with its rural past.

Effingham
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Summary of key influences in the development of the village
A village comprising several ancient manors with farmsteads surrounded by rural
agricultural land on which the community depended. Commons lands to the north
and Surrey Hills to the south.
A pre-historic route, the North Downs Way runs in an east-west direction
Effingham forms one of a series of Saxon settlements sited on a narrow strip of
fertile sandy gravel soil lying between clay to the north and chalk t the south
By medieval times there were three Effingham manors including a royal manor,
and Effingham East Court able to exercise some judicial powers, and with a court
baron, excising manorial rights. The Norman knight holding this later manor under
the De Clare family established a church that became the St. Lawrence at the
beginning of the 12th century.
Two other manors Effingham La Place and Effingham La Leigh combined; their most
famous lord of the manor of Effingham was Lord Howard which he inherited after it
was given to his father in 1550 by King Edward VI.
Effingham was a rural ‘open village’ with villages growing crops on strips of open
land, with sheep grazing on commons north and south. Yoeman farmers lived in the
village with their land dispersed around it – barns and houses from this medieval
period survive within the present village and open land around still defines the
original character of the village today.

page 13

Middle Farm

Water fountain re-sited at The Sir Douglas Haig with Colets Piling (formerly the Village Hall) in the background
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Historical Development of the Area
Mapping
Saxon and Medieval Effingham

The name Effingham is of Saxon origin meaning homestead of the people of Effa,
Aeffa or Yeffe. It was used to refer to the Effingham Hundred, a military and judicial unit
covering the settlements of Effingham, Little Bookham and Great Bookham, and also by
1066 a settlement with boundaries similar to that of Effingham today. Effingham forms
one of a series of Saxon settlements between Guildford and Leatherhead that are sited
on the narrow strip of fertile sandy gravel soil lying between clay lands to the north and
chalk hills to the south.
Research by local resident and historian, Vivien White shows that there were a possible
five manors at Domesday in the settlement that equates broadly with Effingham today.
These comprised two manors specifically called Effingham, two in an area called Dirtham
and one called Pechingeorde. Three of these manors were under the control of the
powerful De Clare family, whilst the other two were unusually held by a Saxon thegn
who also held one of the De Clare family manors from them. By medieval times there
were three Effingham manors, in addition to a large area of land belonging to the manor
of Byfleet cum Membris (a royal manor) which was likely to have formed one or more
of the Effingham Domesday manors. The largest and most powerful manor was called
Effingham East Court which had a court leete exercising some judicial powers, in addition
to a court baron, which exercised only manorial rights. It was the Norman knight holding
this manor under the De Clare family who is known to have established a church on his
manor’s land that became the parish church of St Lawrence at the beginning of the 12th
century. The other two manors were called Effingham La Place and Effingham La Leigh
which combined as one manor at the end of the medieval period called simply the manor
of Effingham. Their most famous lord of the manor was Lord Howard of Effingham whose
father was given the manor in 1550 by King Edward VI. The neighbouring manor of Little
Bookham held a large amount of land in Effingham bordering its Little Bookham land,
whilst East Horsley and West Horsley manors had small pockets of land in the south of
the parish.

St Lawrence Church
Effingham
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The village grew from what is now the Lower Road which linked it to other downland
villages including Little Bookham, Great Bookham, Fetcham and East and West Horsley.
The village developed around the 12th century church located just off the Lower Road.
This unusually had a recorded vicarage next to it from the end of the 13th century to 1979,
when it was sold by the church, but it survives today as a private residence. The manor
house of Effingham East Court Manor, whose lord originally founded the church, originally
lay close by to its northeast Marlborough House formerly part of The Lodge now stands
on or near the site of the manor house. The manor house of Effingham Manor, now called
Browns, lay close by the church to the south west
Traditionally, Effingham was a rural “open village” with villagers growing arable crops
on their strips of land in the open fields mainly located south of the current A246. Sheep
were grazed on the downs, whilst the commons to the north and south of the settlement,
provided wood and further grazing land for animals. Champion Down survives on the
site of the open fields south of the A246; champion meaning open fields. The character
of Effingham village is based on the fact that it was a rural nucleated village, although
there were two subsidiary settlements to the north and south at the commons. But most
yeoman farmers lived in the village centre as much of their arable land was dispersed
around the open fields. Yeoman houses and barns still survive in the heart of the village.
This map of 1765 shows the close grid road layout of the village dating from medieval
times which still survives today. Many of the buildings marked are identifiable.

T Botley’s Map of 1765
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John Roque’s Map of 1767
John Roque’s map of 1767 clearly shows a Greek cross marking the location of St
Lawrence’s Church at the heart of the village settlement on a wide track (Church Street)
running parallel with the main thoroughfare The Street. The settlement lies mostly along
both sides of The Street and along Church Street. A few plots are shown on the north of
the village around the junction with Lower Road. Further development is shown on the
south side of Guildford Road also around the junction with present day Beech Avenue.

Roque’s Map of 1767
Effingham
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Emanuel Bowen’s Map of Surrey, 1756
The present day road arrangement is clearly discernible on this map, and evidence of an
ancient layout and pattern of development.
This map is also interesting and important in that it shows significant buildings (the manor
houses of Surrey); and notably a large double gabled/winged building with central stack
indicating a possible hall house; of considerable high status; lying in the north east corner
of Effingham’s early settlement. It sits very close to Lower Road connecting the village to
Great Bookham. The present day Guildford Road to the south of the village appears as a
less significant track running west to east. This map supports the siting and significance
of the original manor of Effingham East Court, and Lower Road’s importance in the
development of the early village settlement. Effingham East Court is considered to have
been the largest and most important of Effingham’s manors as it held both a court ‘leet’
(meaning to be able to exercise royal legal court powers) and in addition a court baron
(exercising strictly manorial rights). It can be equated with the Domesday manor held by
Osweald of Richard. In the 18th century the manor house for Effingham East Court was
actually located on the site of or close to the east wing of Effingham Lodge (now called
Marlborough House). An entry in the parish records in 1788 and confirmed by John
Hassell’s painting of 1824 ‘Effingham East Manor House’ shows part of the existing east
wing. Land tax records suggest it was built in 1817.
Researched evidence by Vivien White for the Surrey County Council Historic Environment
Record indicates that the site of the most important manor house of the village, Effingham
East Court Manor House, close to the church, and on a spring line, has stood on the
same site north east of Effingham close to Lower Road since medieval times until the end
of the 18th century. Effingham House (also in the Conservation Area, now the Golf Club)
briefly became the manor house of Effingham East Court when it and the manor were
bought by General De Lancey around 1795 and the House was enlarged. In 1799 De
Lancey built Effingham Hill House (now St Teresa’s School) as the new manor house of
Effingham East Court.

Emanuel Bowen’s Map of Surrey 1756
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Extract from J. Edwards’ Map, 1801
This map – an extract from A Companion from London to Brighthelmston by J. Edwards
1801 shows Effingham and its significant routes particularly Lower Road connecting
the village to Little Bookham. It shows Effingham Court (Effingham East Court) to the
north east of the settlement as a group of buildings with an orchard and garden within
an enclosure. Both Effingham Church and Little Bookham Church are also shown. The
village is shown further developed and centred around the present day Lower Road
junction with The Street and Church Street running in a north south direction.

Extract from the Effingham Upper Common Enclosure Award
Map, 1808
This map of 1808
shows the remaining
strips of the open
fields which up to a
few hundred years ago
extended half a mile
south of the current
A246 covering from
east to west of the
parish. By 1800 many
of the yeoman farmers
had disappeared due
partly to the decline in
Surrey’s wool industry
and other economic
factors. Gentleman
farmers bought up
Effingham’s estates
and the lord of the
manor titles, attracted Extract from the Effingham Upper Common Enclosure Award Map of 1808
by better transport
links by the opening up of the turnpike road in 1758 (now A246) linking Leatherhead
and Guildford to London. Wealthy buyers built or extended houses such as Effingham
House south of the village, and The Lodge. Modern agricultural systems and the desire to
exploit production led to historic open strip fields systems being concentrated into fewer
ownerships and division and enclosure. The Acts of Enclosure in 1802 and 1814 enclosed
the Upper Common of the manors of Effingham East Court and Byfleet in the south of the
parish. Village residents’ resistance to enclosure and development in the 1790s ensured
that common land to the north of the parish remained unenclosed. The largest area of the
north common was bought by Guildford Borough Council in 2003, to safeguard it.

Extract from ‘A Companion from London to Brighthelmston’ by J. Edwards 1801
Effingham
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Colonel Mudge Map of 1816
Colonel Mudge’s map shows Effingham as a distinct settlement surrounded by open
countryside with the ancient woodland of Barns Thorn and Blewride Woods (not shown
in this excerpt) to the north west and the Common Fields of Great Bookham to the
south east. To the east of the village, Little Bookham and Great Bookham are separately
distinguishable. Effingham village is laid out running on a north south axis along the
historic road The Street and between Lower Road to the north and Guildford Road to the
south. Crossways and Chapel Hill can just be discerned together with Church Street, as
well as the village church to the right of the central core of the village. The track of Browns
Lane appears between open land. Effingham House is shown for the first time in its own
grounds to the south of the village

1869–1901 Ordnance Survey Map
The 1869–1901 map shows St Lawrence’s Church with its Vicarage alongside. Effingham
Lodge is set within an extensive plot including its formal entrance from Lower Road to the
north, as was, before its Lodge House was built to the east. Its associated land includes
formal and informal gardens, paths and outbuildings. St Lawrence’s National School is
also shown. The Wesleyan Chapel on Chapel Street is shown, together with the original
Post Office at the cottages just north of Home Farm. Home Farm and Manor Farm
together with their planted land at the heart of the village are shown together with an old
chalk pit just west of the Home Farm complex which would have provided lime. Another
chalk pit is shown east of Effingham Lodge now within the treed area south of where the
current Howard of Effingham School is located. South of the village Effingham House,
set within an extensive landscape, is evident and the Prince Blücher Public House (now
known as Crosslands). The Villa is also shown within its large plot which includes the
fields retained on the western edge of the Conservation Area.
Extract from Colonel Mudge Map of 1819
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Landscape Character
Effingham village is set within a
rural landscape and its historic
connections have always
been associated with farming.
Guildford’s Landscape Character
Assessment Report 2007
describes Effingham as ‘a Rural
Settlement which fits within the
historic field pattern’. The village
is surrounded by a rural landscape
that is seen and appreciated from
vantage points around and within
the village these contribute to the
setting of the Conservation Area
which is predominantly drawn
around the historic built form of
the village.

View of Home Farm and St Lawrence Church
Effingham
Conservation Area Study and Character Appraisal
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North of the village lies Effingham
Common which is registered common
land. Part of this is designated as a SANG
(Suitable for Alternative Natural Green
Space) serving as an alternative recreation
open space to the Thames Basin Heath
Special Protection Area SPA of Ockham
and Wisley Commons to the north of
the Parish. The Common provides open
grassland vistas and is important habitat
for birds including skylarks and rare
insects.
The Guildford Landscape Character
Assessment (LCA) identifies the northern
part of Effingham Parish as situated in
the ‘Ockham and Clandon wooded and
rolling claylands landscape character
area, a gently shelving area founded on
London Clay rising from an altitude of 30
meters in the north to around 90 metres
in the south at the base of the chalk
downs. Historic mansions and parklands
are prominent features of this landscape
character area…’ Effingham has examples
of mansion houses within its historic
landscape such as The Lodge (New
Marlborough House and St Lawrence
House) and Effingham House. Both are
within the Conservation Area.

King George V Playing Fields and Hall
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Important open spaces within the village
Churchyard of St Lawrence and the adjacent Effingham Parish Council Burial
Ground – there are views of surrounding historic buildings including the Church and
The Lodge and cottages on Church Street, as well as a wealth of mature trees within
the grounds. From high ground there are views looking west from the churchyard
towards Home Farm and the open land and woods beyond.
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church – views north with glimpses through the
graveyard to the open farmland and Thornet Woods. The graveyard provides an area
of quiet solitude and reflection. The northern and eastern boundaries and the character
of the churchyard needs to be retained and protected in future changes to the land
north of it.

View through to Thornet Wood from Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church
Effingham
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View from St Lawrence churchyard
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King George V Playing Fields looking toward the Hall and under 8s playground

Village allotments

King George V Playing Fields – an extensive area of dedicated open land with an
important historical past providing informal recreational grass land, as well as formally
laid out pitches for rugby, football and cricket, grass athletics track, hard outdoor
court with floodlighting, children’s play park, and footpaths connecting the village with
the surrounding area north and east Includes a small area of informal woodland to
the northern boundary, pavilion, village hall and parking access. Views looking south
towards the slope of the North Downs.
Village allotments – owned by Effingham Parish Council and providing thirty-three
plots this land is an important area west of The Street and providing open space for
recreation and leisure
Residential open space at Middle Farm Place within the development and on its
western boundary.
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Architectural Styles and Materials

A wide range of materials used in the built form are evident within the
village; mostly these are natural and used traditionally in their application
and craftsmanship. The quality of the surviving historic building forms
and materials used contributes significantly to the overall character of the
Conservation Area.

Effingham
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Materials
Timber framing – within the village there are many examples of early timber framed
buildings and some where exposed timber framing is evident for example at Home
Farm. Traditionally panels between the
timber framing would have been in-filled
with wattle and daub covered with lime
plaster but only rarely does this survive.
Earlier infilling has been replaced with
brick noggin sometimes laid in decorative
herringbone patterns, with examples left
exposed or overpainted in white as at
Home Farm House where the exposed
timber framing of this listed house is
evident on the gable elevation facing The
Street and on the side view.

Outbuildings, The Barn

Middle Farm
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Sir Douglas Haig public house – faux timber framing

Home Farm House, The Street
Effingham
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Traditional brick elevations, The Street

Traditional single storey building, Beech Avenue

Brick – Later 18th century and 19th century houses and cottages are predominantly built
in soft red/orange clay bricks; sometimes with vitrified burnt headers, used decoratively.
From the 17th century to the late 18th
century, bricks were made locally using
clay from Effingham Common, and many
Effingham brick-built houses use them.
Typically bricks are laid in English bond
with older buildings in Flemish bond,
and traditionally set in lime mortars.
Later houses use modern brickwork
and mortars but estates such as Middle
Farm Place have paid careful attention to
traditional forms and local materials with
widespread use of natural clay bricks,
flints, clay hanging and roof tiles so that the
modern development harmonises with the
character of the historic village.
Modern housing
Effingham
Conservation Area Study and Character Appraisal

Listed and Locally Listed cottages
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Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic church

Wall from outside Home Farm House, The Street

Flint – there is wide use of this locally naturally occurring material within the village. It is
used in elevations of houses and boundary walls in random and coursed layers, and is
often combined with other materials such as brick and stone.

Crossways Flats showing flint boundary walls

The use of flint is evident in many of the historic buildings including the grade II listed
Anglican Church of St Lawrence where random flint rubble, cut and knapped, is used
in the tower and nave and used with ashlar dressings and quoins. In the locally listed
Roman Catholic Church of Our Lady of Sorrows flint elevations are combined with stone
dressings. In The Cottage on The Street, a locally listed mid 19th century house, the flint
walls are dressed with buff coloured bricks that blend with the lime mortar and the grey/
cream tones of the knapped flint. Crossways Flats is a large house now divided, with
flint elevations throughout but detailed with orange red bricks quoins, plain orange red
clay tiled roofs and a small area of tile hanging. Flint is also used in the boundary walls.
The only use of brick is within the chimney stack. The richly coloured clay bricks and tiles
provide a distinctive contrast with the soft grey hues of the flint elevations.

Home Farm Court, flint boundary wall
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Stone – there is limited use of stone within the village. It is mostly seen in dressings to
brick or flint elevations. In Edwin Lutyens’ Red House stone is used as a plinth, and in
its chamfered entrance door surround, and casement windows are set in heavy stone
mullions also with chamfered surrounds. The grade II listed house is one of Lutyens most
important early houses in which Pevsner says ‘…can be seen the origin of that Tudor
mode of his which eventually culminated in Castle Drogo….’ the last castle to be built
in England, and innovatively designed in the 1930s, and constructed almost entirely in
Granite stone.

Arched window, Methodist Church

The Red House
Effingham
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Effingham House, now Effingham Golf Club

Plaster and render – Traditional lime renders and plasters were used as weathering
finishes on medieval buildings. In later periods lime render and plaster was used more
widely mixed with brick and tile hanging for variation and decorative detailing. In the 18th
century stucco finishes were used to replicate the appearance of stone. Within the village
there are examples of the various uses of plaster, render and applied stucco over different
architectural periods. For example part rendered panels with timber framing in buildings
such as at Thorncroft.
Effingham House is a good example of 18th century use of smooth stucco in off white lime
colour finish. The Lodge has an applied render finish with stone quoins.
Thorncroft , example of timber framing and rendered panels
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Flint wall with red brick pier, Middle Farm Place

Flint wall with red brick pier, The Steps

Flint and brick wall of former farm building, The Street

Brick and flint boundary wall, The Street

Flint boundary walls at Middle Farm Place

Boundary treatments
There are many examples of flint boundary walls within the village, which are a key
defining feature of the Conservation Area. Walls are visible along The Street, on
Crossways, and on Chapel Hill. At Home Farm House the boundary walls are capped
with half round arched orange red bricks. At the corner junction of The Street with Chapel
Hill flint walls continuing along The Street are laid in fine courses and detailed with red
brick piers and caps to the top of the walls, and brick and stone dressed steps up to
properties set at higher level. The walls to Orchard Cottage and Old Hollies are roughly
coursed flint with soft red brick piers to the entrance gates leading to the properties.
At the modern Middle Farm Place housing development, extra care has been taken
to ensure flint boundary walls with red brick detailing have been provided to retain the
continuous boundary treatment in the traditional style which has enabled this high density
development to sit comfortably within its historic setting.

Effingham
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Tile hanging
There are a number of examples where the use of clay tile hanging is also evident on
elevations usually on the upper floor and apex of gables and above a brick or rendered
ground floor. As with the bricks, many of these tiles were probably made locally on
Effingham Common. There are examples of decorative club tiles used and laid in fish
scale pattern such as seen at Dormers and Thorncroft, a locally listed 17th century
building on Church Street, with its gable end in more simple plain clay tiles. At 1 and 2
Old Post Office Cottages the pair of 18th century locally listed cottages have simple plain
clay tile hung elevations on first floor above a painted brick ground floor elevation. Old
Hollies a locally listed 19th century brick house is another example where alternating
bands of club tail and plain tiles have been used to provide a rhythmic form of decoration
above its verandah as seen on the façade fronting The Street.

Manor Barn Cottage and Manor Barn House,
Browns Lane
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Old Stantons

Vicarage facing St Lawrence churchyard, brick walls with clay tile hanging,
and casement windows
Effingham
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Roofs and Chimneys
Plain clay tiles roofs are a predominant material and roof covering within the Conservation
Area. On historic buildings, roofs are mostly steeply pitched and double cambered hand
made tiles originally in orange/red hues weathered to browns provide attractive soft and
undulating roof-scape.
There is limited use of slate for roofing. Crossways, a 19th century single storey brick
outbuilding also with decorative bargeboards, and White Cottage, a house of 1868 having
a double piled plan form, arched windows and white painted brick elevations, are good
examples and both are locally listed buildings. The original Victorian St Lawrence Primary
School is also roofed in slate where it is ridged with a gabled roof-scape above soft red
brick elevations; this is a prominent feature on Lower Road.
Chimneys are important visual features of
significance on many of the buildings in the
Conservation Area. Examples include brick
ridge stacks or larger exposed stacks to
ends of older buildings such as Thorncroft,
or as design features such as the heavily
corbelled example of Lutyens’ The Red
House.

Tiled roof of South Lodge, Crossways

Corrugated tin and clay tile roofs of outbuildings,
The Plough
Effingham
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St Lawrence Primary School

The Red House
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Weatherboarding
Feather edged weather boarding is
predominantly used in barns such as
at the listed barn at Home Farm where
the cladding is dark stained, and at the
Old Village Hall at the corner of The
Street with Lower Road, which has been
painted white. Weatherboarding is also
seen in the locally listed Apple Store
(which was actually a forge), as well as in
small outbuildings or lean-tos to historic
buildings. Typically, these would have
been in oak left to weather to silver but
there are examples of modern soft wood
replacements often dark stained.

Home Farm House and weather boarded barn
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Windows and doors

There is an array of historic window styles within buildings in the Conservation Area,
and a large proportion of original traditional windows survive within the village with few
modern replacement windows, or use of Upvc windows which lack the character of timber
windows.

Windows and doors are important features
of a building’s design and can contribute
considerably to their character and the
special interest of the Conservation Area.
Historic windows and doors can have
architectural interest of their own right
both in their design, construction and
craftsmanship and materials used. Even
subtle changes can significantly alter their
significance, and the building’s character
as a whole.
Dormer window, Middle Farm

The following characteristics are evident and include:
Predominantly, fenestration throughout the village follows traditional rhythms within
the built form, respecting the design of the building; for example, windows centred in a
diminishing hierarchy under a gable apex, or proportionately balanced within a linear
façade at both first and ground floor
The majority of windows retain their original window joinery, or similar traditional
types are used within more contemporary buildings. The use of Upvc, aluminium or
modern stained joinery are the exception. Upvc windows should be avoided within the
Conservation Area
There is a mix of timber vertically sliding sash windows, flush fitting casement windows
and a number of leaded light glazed windows set in timber, stone or metal frames
Windows found in older properties are designed with attention to detail, symmetry and
balance. In casement windows the sub frame and opening or fixed light sits flush with
each other creating clean simple lines. Usually, frame sizes line up and match even
when windows might be fixed or opening. Modern standard casement storm proof type
frames sit over the frame and can appear heavy and clumsy, not in keeping with the
special interest and character of traditional fenestration within historic settings.
It is important that traditional openings are maintained such as side hung and hinged
casements and vertical sliding sash window frames
There is limited use of dormer windows in buildings within the village. Traditionally,
these are attic windows provided to light the roof space for example the highly attractive
cottage dormers on the Almshouses at Crossways - their size, form, materials and
detailing entirely appropriate for the building, and the overall setting here. Occasionally
these are ‘designed in’ on modern buildings such as at the modern townhouses on The
Street. Large modern box dormers to extend the roof should the be avoided. Where
traditional dormer windows have been used, they closely relate to the style of the
building and are proportionate to their roof scape and of a size to minimise their overall
impact.

Formerly the Schoolmaster’s house, Lower Road
Effingham
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Old Hollies

Ramtops, Orestan Lane

Examples of historic fenestration within the village include:
early 14th century ogee-arch two light tracery windows under stone voussoir heads on
the north side, and lancet windows linked with a continuous hood mould in stone and
louvred openings at St Lawrence’s Church
The Church of Our Lady of Sorrows exemplifies a beautifully detailed and consistent
pattern of 20th century Early English style fenestration within its elevations including
multi- paned glazed windows set in stone arched surrounds. All facades retain the
original openings with two arched aisled windows set between flint and stone buttresses
creating an overall satisfying pattern and rhythm to the local list building
the Methodist Church has retained arched windows with red brick surrounds
contrasting attractively against the flint elevations and Y-shaped tracery in timber
sections and square paned leaded lights. The modern extension has replicated the
window design of the earlier building in a contemporary way
regular three light casement windows on each floor under gauged brick headers at

Old Post Cottage
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The Red House
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•
•

•
Dormers at Thorncroft

•

•

Trompe l’oeil (trick) window, and door (right), at Old Stantons
Effingham
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The Old Post Cottage which also includes a central six panel door under a flat hood
six over six timber sash windows at Effingham House with fine thin glazing bars still
intact, deep recesses and heavy timber frame sections to sides and heads. Windows
include 19th century timber louvred shutters
Effingham Lodge also includes a series of fine original fenestration including twelve
pane timber casements to first floor and mullioned and transomed French windows
below, including openings within curved bays
The Red House includes small pane glazed sections in lead cames (dividers) set
directly into stone surrounds
Middle Farm House has highly decorative 19th century casement fenestration with
hexagonal pattern glazing bars and float glass which has a lattern shimmering effect
depending on the light from within and as it catches the building
Old Stantons has a well detailed trompe l’oeil (trick) window including reflections facing
Church Street
Old Hollies has well balanced two over two timber sash windows with fine glazing bars;
also casement windows and timber door under an attractive long verandah style lean-to
roof supported by slender arched brackets fronting The Street
Dormers and Thorncroft have timber casement windows with attractive leaded
diamond paned glazing on side, rear and front elevations. On front elevation at first
floor; under eaves glazing extends and breaks the roofline creating dormers above
under hipped gables. This is an unusual and attractive feature of the whole building –
the windows create a rhythm and pattern to the façade. The heavy timber doors are set
under a decorative timber framed porch and also contribute considerably to the interest
of the building
No 4 The Street – a Local List building retains its original uniform and balanced
casement fenestration set under arched brick headers and stone cills, including a small
landing window above the timber entrance door and steeply pointed arch hood over –
the whole appearance having much charm
The Old Vicarage includes 19th century tall slender casement windows with top lights
over three lower panes on the main part of the house and with larger timber sash
windows and sidelights to the crosswings. The style of the windows relates to the
distinctive built elements of the house and on front view, the pattern has a rhythmic and
consistent form to ground, first and attic floor. On the rear overlooking the graveyard
fenestration is less balanced and more varied.
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Summary of architectural styles and materials

Vine Cottage, The Street

• The Sir Douglas Haig retains original timber casement windows with three top lights
(each divided into four panes) over three casements (each divided into six panes). The
fenestration is evenly set within the elevations; at first floor under the gables and framed
between faux timber framing, with a similar pattern set at ground floor below. The timber
windows are a strong and attractive feature of the building which should be retained
• The Cottage, The Street has almost all of its original 19th century detailing including
fenestration and doors intact such as two canted bay windows with timber casements
under a slate roof and three casement lights above on front elevation; also its ornately
carved decorative barge boarded porch entrance to heavy glazed entrance door.
The window casements are painted white with the frames picked out in black adding
to the overall attractive and harmonious appearance of this eminently architecturally
interesting building.
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Predominantly buildings are of traditional form and hierarchy. The Saxon Church
of St. Lawrence with its staggered square tower is the highest building within the
village and a focal point of a number of views and vistas. Residential manor houses
are over two storeys and sometimes have attics within the roofs. Villas, houses and
cottages are predominantly over two storeys with modest traditional floorplans.
Roofs are generally pitched; sometimes double piled and steep slopes and gables
suitable for natural plain clay tiles such as at the Old Vicarage, some with shallower
pitched roofs with use of natural slate as at Old Stantons. The Lodge and x have
traditional parapet roofs with shallow pitched roofs set behind.
Chimneys are a key feature on the roofscapes and on views within the village.
A number of early timber framed mediaeval buildings such as Home Farm
and adjoin timber framed barn with exposed timber framing and feather edged
weatherboarding.
Many examples 18th and 19th century houses and cottages in soft red/orange brick,
use of decorative burnt headers, laid in traditional bonds such a Flemish and English
and use of lime mortars.
Use of naturally occurring flint in St. Lawrence, Our Lady of Sorrows and the
Methodist Churches, also a number of residential houses and outbuildings.
Widespread use of flint in boundary walls with brick piers, capping and in some
places brick steps.
Limited use of stone and used to dress brick or flint and around windows such as at
Edwin Lutyens’ The Red House.
Plaster and render used in both early mediaeval buildings but also in later building
examples such as Effingham House and The Lodge.
A number of decorative details such as fret cut bargeboards for example at The
Cottage, The Street, Dutch gable entrances at Old Westmoreland Cottage, heavy
joinery verandah detailing at Old Hollies, trompe l’oeil at Old Stantons.
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Open Spaces and Views
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Open green spaces
Silver Jubilee Garden – at the junction of Church Street and Crossways the garden
is in the ownership of Effingham Housing Association Ltd and dedicated to public use.
It was previously a village green in front of the Almshouses, and provides a space for
tranquillity within the village
Shared recreation space at the Middle Farm Place residential area for its residents.
It provides an important recreation space for local residents
Allotments – to the west of the historic village and owned by Effingham Parish Council
and a designated green space due to their recreational value. The land here provides
an important use comprising 33 separate plots for rent to local people. It also acts as
an important open space buffer between The Barn and The Paddock, and the rear of
the buildings fronting The Street.

View of Grove House development and residential green space
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Middle Farm Close shared recreational space

Locally Listed Apple Store (formerly a forge) and flint wall at corner of Browns Field

Browns Field – currently an open and undeveloped paddock with planning permission
for low-density residential use. It is important here that the village character, particularly
the mature tree belt, flint boundary walls to The Street and the Locally Listed Apple
Store building are protected and retained in any future development of this site, to
enhance the village setting here.
King George V Playing Fields – a large area of designated local green space for its
historic significance and recreational value. There are open views across the playing
fields from Browns Lane. It was purchased for the village in 1938 by local residents
including Sir Barnes Wallis for recreational use and became a registered charity; it is
now managed by the Effingham Village Recreational Trust.

King George V Playing Fields
Effingham
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The Churchyards of St Lawrence
and Our Lady of Sorrows and the
Effingham Parish Council Burial
Ground all provide open space within
the village Conservation Area for
quiet reflection and solitude. The land
to the north of Our Lady of Sorrows
has outline permission for housing.
It will be important that the detailed
scheme acknowledges and respects
the graveyard in boundary treatments,
location of built form, and planting to
respect privacy and quiet reflection
within this important open space.

Looking back at The Old Vicarage from St Lawrence
churchyard

St Lawrence churchyard
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Other open spaces of importance
beyond the village are detailed within
the Effingham Neighbourhood Plan.
This Includes Great Ridings Wood on
the western side of the village and west
of Effingham Common Road which can
be seen on some views from within the
Conservation Area. The ancient woodland
of Thornet Wood to the north of Effingham
Lodge Farm can also be viewed beyond
Lower Road. These important open
spaces contribute to the setting of the
village and Conservation Area, contributing
to its rural character and reinforcing it as a
village nestled within and surrounded by
countryside. It will be important that any
new development protects connections
and views to these areas.

The Bogle Vault, St Lawrence churchyard
Effingham
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Important views and vistas
An assessment of the views that are important in the village is detailed in Effingham’s
Neighbourhood Plan. The views that are considered to be of particular importance to the
character of Effingham Conservation Area include:

Village centre views:

View along Church Street looking north

Church and churchyard of St Lawrence and Effingham Parish Council Burial
Ground – focal points within the village and important to the historic hierarchy of the
original settlement pattern within the village. The tower is the highest feature within the
village and the church and its tower are glimpsed on many views within the village
Views of the church along Church Street
Looking west from the churchyard on higher land there are views of Home Farm
and the open rural land and woods beyond
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church from Lower Road looking north there are
glimpses through the churchyard to the open farmland and Thornet Wood beyond.
Care should be taken to respect the setting of the church, its tower and graveyard in
future development detailed proposals
Views along The Street in both directions from the junction with Crossways and
Chapel Hill where historic buildings and features including means of enclosure can be
considered
Views along Church Street where the 18th century and 19th century pattern of
development can be seen. Front elevations and views into gardens and rear and side
views are possible here.

View of Church Street and its historic hedge
Effingham
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Southern area views:

Views from Grove House looking back to the Conservation Area in a north easterly
direction form the A246 – this is an important historic view forming part of the original
land ownership to The Grove. It looks towards Home Farm and the wider Conservation
Area including the Barn off Madges Lane, the important open space provided by the
allotments, and the Church
From Browns Lane looking east across King George V Playing Fields. The views
here are important due to the wide open space that hugs the village on its eastern and
southern side but also because of the wealth of mature trees that line the Conservation
Area boundary. On Guildford Road within the southern boundary of the Conservation
Area, and on the eastern edge of the Playing Fields, a variety of mature trees line and
define the boundary edges of the Conservation Area. The trees on these views are
an attractive and special feature of the Conservation Area; the current designation
boundary provides them protection
From the north of the King George V Playing Fields looking south over the fields
towards the North Downs. This was the historic view seen from The Lodge and
Effingham East Court Manor House over the fields belonging to them
From A246 looking north across King George V Playing Fields.

King George V Playing Fields from the southern boundary looking north
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View of Grove House development, the village in the distance
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North area views:

Views along Lower Road looking eastwards where the rural edge of the village
and break between Effingham and Little Bookham is discernible. The views north
are defined by a soft planted boundary edge which needs to be retained in future
development to protect the sense of enclosure and rural character.
Views along Orestan Lane westward are also important particularly looking
northwards along it where the open land within the Conservation Area provides a
distinction between the built form and the rural landscape character of the village.
Important tree groups within the fields north and a mature feature tree within the line of
view along the road and spreading right across the road as one looks west, contribute
considerably to the character here.

Orestan Lane – an oak tree dating from about 1830, saved from felling by petition of local residents in 1961
Effingham
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West area views:

Views from Footpath 120 and the
open land within the Conservation
Area; particularly an unspoilt view
looking east across the farmland to
St Lawrence Church and Home Farm.
This is considered to be one of the
defining views of ancient and rural
Effingham. The historic open farm
land here is an important feature that
contributes significantly to the character
of the village. The village is seen in
the backdrop of a view which changes
as it approaches The Street. Modern
infill development is clearly seen as
contained; the farm land through which
the path passes is still in agricultural use,
retaining its historic link and associations
with Effingham as a farming community
and rural village. The open land here is
historically important to the village and
various views from it, looking towards
the village, help to define its character –
it is an important and special feature in
the Conservation Area.

View of the village from the west
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Summary of important open space
Guildford’s Landscape Character Assessment Report 2007 describes Effingham as
‘ a rural settlement which fits within the historic field pattern’. It is set surrounded by a
rural landscape that is seen and appreciated from vantage points around and within
the village
Churchyard of St. Lawrence and the adjacent Effingham Parish Council Burial
ground
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church
King George V Playing Fields
Village Allotments
Residential open space at Middle Farm Place

Dark skies within the village
Effingham is predominantly unlit by street lighting and several proposals to provide it since
the 1960s have been opposed within the village. It is increasingly unusual within built up
areas and helps to retain a distinct rural character for Effingham – it is considered to be a
feature of the Conservation Area. Dark skies within the village should be protected as a
distinct feature contributing to the rural character of the Conservation Area. Where lighting
within new developments is considered, then sympathetic lighting that respects dark skies
and the natural environment needs to be carefully considered. The lack of street lighting
paraphernalia, uncluttered views and only low level lights from buildings, contribute to the
special character of the Conservation Area.

Junction of Lower Road and The Street opposite the Primary School – the only place in the village where there is
street lighting
Effingham
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Character Areas
Lower Road and Orestan Lane
A linear route, Lower Road and Orestan Lane runs in an west / east direction and forms
the early historic route through the village connecting it to the Clandons and Guildford to
the west and Little Bookham and Leatherhead to the east Particular features of interest
include:

Lower Road:

The Lodge, now divided into two residential properties, is a house built on land of
the former manor house of Effingham East Court which formed part of the earliest
settlement of the village. It was formerly used as a school for the Blind and as a nursing
home. The south eastern part of the building is believed to have been built around 1817
with a further eastern wing added between 1835–1841 by Captain William Manning.
In 1897 the railway engineer George Saunders Pauling who lived there, and who
made his name and fortune in South Africa and Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), added a
porte-cochère, rooms to the east and a large galleried wing to the west The building
is in Italianate style over two storeys with stuccoed elevations, and wide bracketed
eaves cornice, slate roofs and stuccoed chimneys. It retains a variety of original
windows including large twelve paned casements on first floor and wide curved bays
with French windows opening onto the extensive gardens and grounds. Internally a
galleried entrance hall is lit by a large oval cupola. The grounds include four modern
houses using local materials and in traditional forms set within defined gardens and
with mature screen hedging. Major refurbishment of The Lodge has restored original
and characterful details. The original gatehouse to the estate is retained, but is now
within the Howard of Effingham School grounds and proposed to be restored within an
approved redevelopment scheme of the site. George Saunders Pauling was a local
benefactor and a Catholic, and endowed and built the local Roman Catholic Church
‘Our Lady of Sorrows’ in 1913 which is now a Locally Listed building.

Aerial view of The Lodge within the Conservation Area

Little Lodge, Lower Road, formerly gatehouse to The Lodge
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St Lawrence Primary School

Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic church and lych gate

Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, lych gate and graveyard – Roman Catholic Church
and lych gate by Edward Bonner in 1913. The church is in early English style with flint
elevations, stone dressings and plain clay tiled roof, a small square tower and lancet
windows. An attached Prestbytery was added to the rear in 1920. It is set back from
the road with the graveyard surrounding and approached through the solid timber lych
gate with stone dressings. Its visual prominence particularly its tower and the quiet
solitude of its graveyard setting should be protected in future development approved on
land north of the church particularly in the orientation of new built form, its height and
separation and treatment of boundaries.
Effingham
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St Lawrence Primary School was built at the western end of Lower Road in 1856
designed by the architect Alexander Dick Gough. The land was given by the 1st Earl
of Lovelace of Horsley Towers and partially funded by a bequest from Mrs Charlotte
Stringer of Effingham Hill House. Now altered and extended with modern class rooms
on the rear it remains a visually prominent building at the junction, and retains some
significant features of interest to the street view such as its steep red brick gable
elevations, slate roof and its clock tower with niche surviving, although its original bell
tower has been truncated. It is a valued community asset. The adjacent former school
master’s house continues the style.
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The Red House – one of Sir Edwin Lutyens most important early country houses built
in 1893 for Gertrude Jekyll’s close friend Susan Muir Mackenzie. Built in red brick on
a stone plinth with Bargate stone dressings, with tile hung elevations, plain tiled half
hipped steep roof and projecting bays with stone dressings. Large stacks to the left
facing and on the rear, and original lead light windows set into stone surrounds survive.
The interior was painted red hence its name but no longer survives. It was restored to
a residential property some years ago after serving as the Anglican Convent of Corpus
Domini. The house exemplifies the early Tudor style that Lutyens progressed to great
effect. Within Lower Road the building and its garden setting much of which has been
retained is important focal building to the Conservation Area on its northern boundary,
and its style, form and building material typifies much of character of the country house
style within Surrey.

The Red House
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Orestan Lane:
Includes several historic buildings of significance within the Conservation Area. North of
the lane just beyond The Plough Inn an important area of open land provides a break
between the historic built form and setting of the village and the more modern ribbon
development further along it and beyond the Conservation Area boundary. North of
the lane open fields (not within the boundary), contribute to the setting beyond the
Conservation Area and on approaches to it from the west, with a significant line of ancient
trees a strong and attractive feature. A huge single oak tree is also of significance beside
the lane and a focal point of views in both directions. (NOT PROTECTED)
Old Westmoor Cottage – 16th century timber framed grade II listed house at right
angles to the Lane; its double height brick Dutch gable entrance is a particular feature
of significance together with its materials including exposed timber framing, red brick
and clay tiled roof and central chimneystack.
The Plough public house – a mid 19th century building with traditional brick gable
elevations, ridge roof line and central stack, with further painted brick side parapet roof
in-fills, now slightly extended, but in keeping with its form when it was first constructed
as a tied house for F. A. Cooke and Co Ltd, Guildford Brewery. The form and symmetry
of the building, and the openness of its retained space around it make it a focal building
within the Lane contributing to the
special character of the area
The junction with The Street includes
the traditional 19th century single storey
white painted weather boarded building
now offices – it defines the corner here
and has a strong visual presence; at one
time the Village Hall and a café.

Finger post at the start of Footpath 120
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The Plough public house, Orestan Lane

Old Westmoor Cottage
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The Street
A linear road running south / north between the A246 and Lower Road. Characterised
predominantly by 18th century houses and cottages.
The Cottage – a large imposing mid 19th century house over two storeys in flint with
London stock brick dressings under slate roofs with clay tile ridging; much of its original
design and character retained and a Local List building. A large projecting wing with
higher roof and further lower ridge form fronting The Street, its double piled roof form
an attractive detail on its side view. It includes steep gables and bays add interest to
its form; chimney stacks on side punching through eaves, and casement windows
surviving in their original timber framing. It has decorative bargeboards within its porch
entrance. The property also has attractive boundary walls in flint with brick piers.
Vine Cottage is a Grade II listed mid 18th century house presenting a well-balanced
two storey frontage with central glazed timber door and five timber sash windows with
sixteen pane fine glazing bar pattern. It is built in red / brown brick with a dentilled plat
band at eaves level under a plain clay tiled roof with balanced chimney stacks to either
end. Together with its front boundary treatments, it presents a very polite and neat
appearance within the street scene.
Old Hollies is an example of an early
19th century brick house which appears
to have been two square plan forms
adjoined; to the southern end it is two
storeys and to the north two and a
half storeys. Both have decorative tile
hanging to the first floor with cream
roughcast render front elevations under
a hipped plain tiled roof. It has a long
verandah porch, and retains its feature
multi-pane sash timber windows. Orchard
Cottage stands in what used to be the
orchard to this house.

The shopping parade
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View along The Street
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The ‘Ark Royal’, the village emblem

View west through Yew Tree Walk

A small shopping parade is set back from the main road and provides a range of
services and provisions for the village, with parking set behind a green verge with trees,
seating and enclosure from the main road. They are important facilities contributing to
the local sustainability of the village, and the interest and vitality of the Conservation
Area.
Yew Tree Walk connects the village centre to the wider landscape From here there are
views on to it as well as connecting views back including the tower of St Lawrence
The Barn and its group of outbuildings is an interesting example of a building
constructed from salvaged components that came from outside the village. Historically
associated with The Grove, it retains its expansive uninterrupted clay tiled roof
punctuated only by two chimneys at either end, and elevations now clad with red clay
hanging tiles, with an ornate Dutch gable entrance. Its former associations, form and
materials make it interesting here tucked away but on the footpath to the wider rural
landscape
The Steps is a modern terraced row of houses, but exemplifies balanced proportions
with a consistent pattern of detailing comprising brick ground floor and tile hanging to
first floor elevations, tiled roofs with deep overhang, white replacement fenestration, bay
windows and simple flat hood entrance porches on slender columns. Further similarly
detailed mix of flats and housing to the rear with well-maintained gardens and amenity
areas.
Home Farm House is one of the larger early timber framed buildings within the village.
It has an early 16th century core with later additions in the mid 16th century, 17th century
and 20th century. A Z-shaped plan with deep two storey gable projection to the front
with attic room under half hipped roof, this elevation retains exposed timber framing
with whitewashed infill panels. The building has a plain red tiled roof with swept valleys,
recessed narrow double storey gable entrance and balanced casement windows
to later additions, chimney stacks and flint boundary walls topped with half round
coping bricks. It is a visually prominent building within The Street. Together with the
surviving original timber framed barn associated with the farmhouse and with further,
now restored and converted, farm buildings, including Parish rooms, the special and
architectural interest of the complex of buildings is preserved. The visual appearance of
the earlier farm complex within the heart of the village remains evident.

Home Farm House
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Vine Cottage, The Street

The Old Post Office Cottages

The Old Post Office Cottages – now two semi-detached cottages; from the 18th
century, two storey with a double piled arrangement having a roof lower range on the
rear. Tile-hung first floor and render on ground elevations under a plain tiled roof, and
flush casement windows and planked door. Long front gardens, with attractive exposed
flint wall to neighbouring building evident on left side view.
Middle Farm House was a medieval hall house with a 15th century core, 17th century
extensions refaced in 19th century and is Grade II listed. A prominent two storey timber
framed building now with rendered elevations under a plain tiled roof; an early example
of high status building within the village. H-shaped plan with gablet roof visible on
side elevation, decorative front gable roof projection with deep overhang and ornate
bargeboards on exposed rafters. 19th century metal casement windows with hexagonal
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pattern glazing bar pattern, and heavy joinery entrance door under small open porch
with pitched tiled roof. Low flint and brick boundary wall and gardens to front sides and
rear.
Middle Farm Place and Close is a modern mixed residential development on the
former redundant dairy plant. A good exemplar of a higher density modern housing
development within the village conservation setting reflecting local character in two
storey heights of buildings, mixed use of traditional materials such as red brick and clay
tiled roofs, tile hanging and render, decorative bargeboards to steeply pitched front and
side gables, regular casement windows, garages set back and parking set within and
around a green and well landscaped public realm which includes flint boundary walls.
Effingham
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Colets Piling – this single storey 19th century building has had many functions including
the former village hall and once used as a café. It has white painted weatherboarding
and a corrugated roof.
The Sir Douglas Haig is an imposing early 19th century purpose built public house and
hotel built centrally on a large plot with a wide central gable frontage, white painted brick
elevations and faux timber framing at first floor under a plain tiled roof and with large
end stacks and well balanced fenestration. Its frontage is softened by an attractive tree
row fronting The Street. The building is a registered Community Asset and is a focal
building within this part of the street scene and the Conservation Area. Originally named
the Blücher Hotel replacing The Prince Blücher Inn at Effingham Crossroads; after an
heroic Prussian general at the Battle of Waterloo. In the First World War it as renamed
after the British General.
The Water Fountain within the grounds of The Sir Douglas Haig is locally listed –
probably of 20th century it is of concrete and standing approximately two meters high
with a decorative back panel and shell and fish motives screening the water source
which fell into a shallow bowl and urn resting on leafy capitals. It was relocated after
1941 from the stables at Effingham House
The Sir Douglas Haig public house, registered as a Community Asset

Now Colets Piling, this building has previously had
many community uses
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A water fountain, relocated here since 1941 when it
was in the stable yard of Effingham House
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The village includes a number of historic boundary walls to buildings which are
attractive features and means of enclosure – most are in flint, with brick piers and
headers, and a number are Locally Listed for their contribution to local character and
the street scene and shown on the map within the appendix, and include the following:
Flint walls to 1–4 Crossways
Flint rubble walls south of Crossways approximately two metres high and
forming the northern boundary wall to the garden of Manor Barn House
Flint wall to the north side of Crossways also in coursed rubble and southern
boundary to Jubilee Garden adjoining the Almshouses.
Flint walls to the rear of The Almshouses; one metre high and running eastwest
Flint walls and stepped entrances between 1 The Steps on The Street and The
Methodist Church
Wall to south of Yew Tree Walk – brick and flint walls approximately 1.5 metre
high with arched segmental coping bricks and geometrically pierced openings
with floral motives in the Lovelace style
Flint walls bordering Manor Barn House on The Street and Browns Lane
Walls to Orchard Cottage and Old Hollies, The Street – 1.5 metres high
partially topped with hedges. Further north the walls become boundary walls to
Browns and forming part of the curtilage listed boundary to the grade II listed
building
Rubble flint wall approximately 1.25 metres high on the east side of The Street
near the traffic lights
Chapel Hill – low flint walls to the south of Chapel Hill and northern boundary to
Dormers now includes close barred timber fencing on top.

Flint walls at Middle Farm Place

Methodist Church boundary walls
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Our Lady of Sorrows
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Browns Lane and Church Street
Browns Lane
On the approach from Guildford Road into Brown’s Lane most notable to the
Conservation Area are the open views to the east with mature trees forming the boundary
to King George V Playing Fields. In 1938 the land was bought and given to the village for
use as a playing fields by a group of residents including Sir Barnes Wallis, who invented
the bouncing bomb used in World War II. The current Hall is now looking tired and due for
replacement shortly. A good design will be key to it settling new built form into the wider
landscape.
Open land to the west on approach from Guildford Road has permission for new housing
including restoration of the Local List Apple Store and new connective links through the
site to the village.

Barnes Wallis Close

Browns Lane

Barnes Wallis Close is a modern development of housing and flats in traditional
form and materials by Mount Green Housing Association in 2003 replacing and earlier
Guildford Borough Council scheme. A high-density scheme including parking and
amenity within a courtyard setting overlooking the Fields sits well within its context
Browns and its original (now converted) farm buildings are Grade II listed and occupy
a large plot now divided. Browns was once the manor house for Effingham Manor
(originally owned by Lord Howard of Effingham) and for many years the farmhouse
for Effingham Manor farm. The house is of 17th century origin with a timber framed
core, extended in the 18th century, 19th century and 20th century, two storeys and now
predominantly with red brick facades under a large expansive roof in plain clay tiles
partly hipped and with dominant heavy chimney stacks. It retains original features such
as well-balanced timber framed diamond paned leaded casement windows with a mix
of 3, 4 and 5 lights. The converted barns and boundary walls and enclosure have a
defining presence within the Street and on Chapel Hill.
Walls alongside west of Browns are locally listed and of special interest using traditional
materials as a means of enclosure, and a typical detail within the village

Browns, from The Street
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The Old Vicarage, Church Street

Church Street
The Old Vicarage – a Local List building once forming the vicarage to St Lawrence
Church, now privately owned. A vicarage has been recorded on this site since the 14th
century. Part timber framed core with the east side dating from the early 18th century
but predominantly now an L-shaped Victorian building with red brick elevations and
plain tiled roof-scape with steep Gothic gable ends and a double piled roof-scape, with
stacks cutting the eaves on front view. Traditional timber windows in original openings
survive. Its elevations on front view including the converted outbuildings providing a
strong visual edge and sense of enclosure, and the side elevation on the churchyard
are visually prominent and attractively interesting features within this part of the
Conservation Area
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St Lawrence Church – a Grade II* listed building of 12th century origin with
south transept of 1250, a 14th century chancel and nave, aisle and western
tower by W. J. Shearburn in 1888 and all having a variety of flint detailing:
random flint and rubble elevations, cut and knapped tower and nave, with stone
ashlar dressings and quoins under a plain clay tiled roof. The flint two storey
staggered square tower with battlemented parapets with lancet windows and
louvred openings is a significant feature on close and distant views within and
around the village, and the Conservation Area. The importance of its visual
prominence and hierarchy within the development of the village settlement must
be protected
Effingham
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St Lawrence churchyard and Effingham Parish Council Burial Ground include a
number of mature trees to its boundaries with views from higher ground to the historic
buildings along Church Street, and towards The Lodge where its stuccoed elevations
can be glimpsed through the trees. The bank of trees and quiet open space of the
churchyard is important to the setting of the Conservation Area here.
The churchyard also includes:
The Grade II Bogle Vault an early 19th century stone vault with Greek geometric
pattern banding,
The Appreece Tomb, an early 19th century stone tomb with plinth and fluted
piers to side panels and pyramidal finials
The Stringer, a Grade II listed Vault lying north west of the church tower; also
19th century in stone and a square plan on a stepped plinth almost 3 metres high
3, 4, 5 and 6 Church Cottages, Church Street and Rookery Cottages are
Grade II listed buildings of early 16th century origin and possibly originally a hall house
and parallel to the road. Timber framed, two storeys with pitched tiled roof, ridge stacks,
variety of irregular fenestration and porched entrances to the individual cottages
accessed by a brick path with cottage gardens facing
Old Post Cottage is a well-balanced listed cottage with 17th century core remodelled
in the 18th century. It is two storeys in red brick with plain tiled roof and stacks to each
end. It also has platt and cornice band
detailing, solid four panelled timber door
with simple flat hood over and balanced
single glazed timber casement windows
with fine glazing bars. Cottage garden
front, side and rear and boundary low
boundary fences
MPS Garden stores on the site of an
old blacksmiths, partially occupies a
traditional single storey building with
corrugated roof and white washed
elevations and timber side hung doors –
an example of a semi industrial building
in traditional form and materials still in
use within the village
MPS Garden Stores
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Old Post Cottage
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Chapel Hill
The Methodist Church of 1860 is
locally listed and retains much of its
original character including the flint
elevations with red brick dressings
and slate roof, arched headers to the
two pointed arch windows with simple
tracery and square paned glazing. There
are further original lancet windows facing
The Street. It has a modern addition to
the rear in red brick and arched windows
which seeks to emulate the original
building. The Church also retains its
The Methodist Church
attractive flint boundary walls and some
hedge screening
The White Cottage is a visually prominent and attractive house of 1868 resulting partly
from its whitewashed elevations and blue painted windows and modern shutters. It has
a double pile plan two chimneys and a slate roof and includes tow Lovelace style cast
iron multi-paned windows with ogee arches to its western end. The entrance door sits
within a tiled gable porch with decorative bargeboard.
Dormers and Thorncroft – originally a single dwelling believed to be of 17th century
origin, this is now divided into two. Long ridge roof line range to front with large timber
casement windows to first floor cutting through the eaves with hipped gabled roofs. A
large rear cross wing and modern extensions to the rear. Partly timber framed with brick
and tile hanging including with fish scale patterned elevations, chimney stacks to centre
and ends it has a strong presence in the street scene. Locally Listed.
Old Stantons at the corner of Chapel Hill with Church Street a restored cottage is very
interesting on close inspection, particularly its corner ‘door’ and side window beautifully
undertaken, and makes a unique contribution to the setting of the Conservation Area.

Dormers

White Cottage (left) and Old Stantons (right)
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The former Alms Houses, viewed from Crossways

The former doctors’ surgery

Crossways
Like Chapel Hill, Crossways runs between The Street and Church Street. It has an
interesting group of Locally Listed buildings on its northern side:
The Old Doctors Surgery, now converted to Effingham Housing Association
residences is an L-shaped single storey building; a former coach house of 1870
with retaining slate roof with one central chimney stack and casement glazing bar
sash windows, also flint and brick boundary walls. Whitewashed elevations fronting
Crossways but original red brick walls, plinth and original windows form a long
continuous hard edge and enclosure to The Street along the roadside.
Effingham
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1–4 Crossways is an attractive Victorian house of 1870 now divided into flats, with
steeply pitched clay tiled roof and carefully executed flint elevations with brick dressings
and retailing original ‘Lovelace’ style metal multi-paned windows, all set within cottage
garden and original flint boundary walls. Also includes 5–6 Crossways – a former alms
house rebuilt in 1966 from earlier 18th century origins. Brick elevations, and red tiled
roofs, with gable dormers and timber casement windows in balanced and rhythmic
form across the roof-scape, seen within the street scene and the whole all forming a
very attractive group and setting within this part of the Conservation Area. Buildings and
boundary walls are Locally Listed.
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Guildford Road
Effingham House is a Grade II listed
building now the clubhouse of Effingham
Golf Club. It is surrounded by high brick
boundary walls enclosing the house
from street views which are significant
features at the crossroad junction.
Of 18th century origin the house was
developed by David Burnsall around
1770 and greatly enlarged in 1795 by
General Oliver de Lancey. It was sold
to George Bogle around 1805. A former
manor house, in the 19th century it was
leased by Charles Lambert the tobacco
magnate. It has white washed stucco
central portion with later Victorian wings
added, of two storeys, and all under a
hipped slate roof obscured by parapets.
It retains a porticoed entrance with Ionic
detailing to columns, and an intact range
of glazing bar sash windows and 19th
century shutters.
Crosslands – also a Grade II listed
building of 16th century origin with a
Effingham House
timber framed range to the rear and
a later 18th century frontage, over two
storeys originally on a larger plot. On Guildford Road its brick elevations with decorative
gable bargeboard, under a plain tiled roof and end stack make this a visually prominent
building at the junction and approach to Beech Avenue. It was a former public house
under the names of The Queens Arms in the 18th century, the The Black Horse, and in
the 1830s was renamed The Prince Blücher in honour of Prince Gebhard Leberecht
von Blücher. From the 1930s it operated as the White House tearooms with the
adjoining property.
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Grove House formerly known as The
Villa – an un-designated historic building
but an interesting building with an
interesting former owner, on approach
to and within the southern edge of
the village. A former house and then
school the site it now comprises new
town houses and affordable housing
development sensitively designed
around the original Georgian period
house also converted to flats. High
quality natural materials and designs
matching the original building, careful
attention to layouts retaining the historic
character and setting in surrounding
views contribute to its special interest
now. This includes protected views to
and from open farmland to the north
and once forming part of The Villa
estate. Fields to the north and west
of the original villa were farmed. The
historically associated land survives
although in split ownership and provides
Grove House
visual importance for the setting of the
house and the Conservation Area here.
A notable owner in the 1920s was Anthony Nicholas Diamantidi, a businessman of
Greek and Russian descent. Whilst residing in the village he established Effingham
Investment Co. Ltd and built several properties within the village including The Barn,
The Paddock, The Coach House and Pilgrims. He was also an ardent supporter
of Sergei Diaghilev, the great theatre impresario and founder of the Ballet Russes
(Russian Ballet). Diamantidi hosted parties and fund raising events in the house for
members and supporters of the Ballet who were frequent visitors in and around the
Effingham
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village. Guests also stayed at his property The Barn off Yew Tree Walk which was built
from reclaimed imported parts of old buildings from outside the village – it still survives
much in its original form. During the World War II, The Villa was requisitioned to
accommodate soldiers.
The tree belt south of the road on approach to the village, and trees and hedge at
Effingham Golf course entrance contribute to amenity and the setting here and are
visually important.
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Victory Cottages – just outside the Conservation Area boundary is a row of six semidetached Homes Fit for Heroes with generous front and rear garden plots built after
the first world war. Although still retaining their original form most of them have been
much altered and are not considered to be sufficiently special for inclusion within the
boundary.
On Guildford Road the Conservation Area at its western boundary includes a few
buildings which appear to be an anomaly and have no particular interest worthy of
inclusion within the Conservation Area. They are attractive, but relatively modern large
houses within spacious plots and within their surrounding historic context dilute the
special interest of the conservation area. It is proposed that the boundary is reduced here
to exclude Fairway, Tythe Barn and Dolphin House, with the boundary being drawn within
the land historically associated with Effingham House; now the Golf Course. The existing
southern boundary for the Conservation Area is within the Golf Course is slightly arbitrary
running part way across the land to Beech Avenue but has been drawn to provide an
appropriate setting to the house.
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Condition of the Conservation Area, Opportunities, Negative Elements and Conclusions

Cars parked along Lower Road
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The Conservation Area retains much historic character and many original historic details
survive and are well maintained. Where new development has occurred this has been
undertaken in a way that has respected the historic pattern of development particularly in
terms of heights, scale, high quality materials used and reflective of local traditional and
with good attention to detailing, amenity, open space and public realm. It is important that
in any new development coming forward that high regard continues to be given to these
details which contribute to the special interest of the village and the Conservation Area.
There is some scope for limited infilling within the Conservation Area notably an area of
land west of Church Street and set on raised land above the road. It is presently partly
screened on street view from heritage assets on Church Street by existing trees and a
hedge visible in 19th century photographs on Church Road with further heritage assets to
the rear: The Lodge, and to the south the churchyard and setting of St Lawrence Church
and the Effingham Parish Council Burial Ground which will need to be fully regarded in
any future plans.
Alternative energy solutions should be chosen with care in a conservation area

The proposed new development approved in outline to the north of the Conservation Area
and on the current Howard of Effingham School site will be visible on views from within
the Conservation Area. It will be important that design detailing, materials, boundaries,
public realm and landscaping are undertaken to a high quality and respectful to local
character to ensure that a positive extension and enhancement of Effingham village is
achieved.

Good example of housing, parking, landscaping and public realm
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There are several negative elements within the Conservation Area however. The following
are concerns:
Traffic and on street parking and on Lower Road – lack of parking for school on site and
parking at drop off and collection times leads to congestion and parking on verges. This
is something that will be addressed as part of the recently approved outline application
for the new school and 258 residential dwellings on land north and east of the
Conservation Area boundary. Care will need to be taken as to how this will be provided
and screened within its setting to reduce its visual impact on wider views from within the
Conservation Area and the setting of heritage assets
Loss of garden for parking/drives – where new parking areas are proposed, or new
infilling and development is considered, building to plot ratios need to allow and retain
space around the building, garden and frontages to avoid the dominance of drives and
hard landscaping.
Damage to the green verges on the east side of Church Street due to heavy traffic,
particularly large lorries.
Loss of trees and hedges, often native species, to new development. The Conservation
Area derives some of its character from the number of trees and hedges in it, many
of native species. Any new developments should seek to preserve these and seek to
renew where possible.
37 new dwellings are to be built on Browns Field in the Conservation Area. Care will
need to be taken that the development retains its tree and flint wall screening to aid its
integration into the Conservation Area. Traffic and parking is an issue on Browns Lane
and Church Street particularly at weekends when King George V Playing Fields are
most used. This needs to be considered in the new development.
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Conclusion
It is considered that the current Conservation Area is appropriate and justified apart from
a small minor anomaly and modification proposed.
The Conservation Area has some key defining characteristics which includes its rural
surroundings much of which will continue to remain and be protected, the original pattern
of development survives together with a high level of historic fabric, predominantly
modest scale of buildings with a few surviving large estate houses; including farm
houses, cottages and barns, and with more recent modern housing that sits in the main
harmoniously alongside, a mix of high quality building materials with careful craftsmanship
in built form, and good degree of maintenance. It also includes a number of informal open
spaces, and mature trees, and views and vistas. Boundary treatments include flint and
brick walls and hedges, often of native species and mature planting. The Conservation
Area is considered to be in very good condition and valued and cared for by residents.
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Index of Heritage Assets

Effingham Listed Buildings within the Conservation Area boundary
Effingham House, Beech Lane
(Formerly listed under Guildford Road), Effingham

Crosslands, Guildford Road, Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Listed Grade II
1188314
14 June 1967
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1188314

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029393
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029393

List Description

House, now club house. Centre portion early C19 with Victorian
side wings (c.1880) added to ends, minor C20 alterations to rear.
Whitewashed stucco to centre with pebbledash claddings to side
wings; hipped slate roofs obscured by parapets. 2 storeys; wings
lower and set back. Central portion: 4 window range with glazing
bar sash fenestration, thin glazing bars intact, in C19 shutters. 3
windows to ground floor with double, half-glazed doors to right of
centre in plaster-strip surround and under flat hood. Flat roofed,
modillioned,Ionic style portico across the ground floor on two
columns and plaster pier responds. End wings: Each 3 bays,
in an irregular arrangement. Left hand wing with giant pilasters
to corners supporting cornice parapet. Two glazing bar sash
windows on each floor between the pilasters, further linking bay
set back slightly to right. Right hand wing: Similar arrangement
of two windows between giant pilasters; and linking bay set back
slightly. Square bay windows to ground floor. Extensive service
wings to rear. Interior: Entrance hall: decorated ceiling and early
C19 staircase with turned balusters and ramped handrail. Other
features surviving include plaster cornices, moulded dado’s and
panelling and decorated door surrounds; although restored.

List Description

House. C16 to rear, late C18 to front. Timber framed range to
rear, exposed to left with whitewash render and brick infilling,
whitewashed render cladding to left hand return front, red brick
cladding to right hand return front. Plain tiled roofs, half-hipped
with gablets over rear range. 2 storeys, 3 bay range to rear,
parallel range to front right with bargeboarded gabled bay to front
left. End stack to right, ridge stack to right of gable and end stack
to left on rear range. 12-pane glazing bar sash windows to front
with 2 windows on each floor of gabled bay under gauged brick
heads. 2 windows on each floor to right and wooden cornice to
front. 6 panel door to centre of gabled bay with transome light
over, in modillioned pediment on Doric columns with dosserets
over, and foliage carving in recessed tympaneum. Right hand
corner curved.
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Church of St. Lawrence, Church Street, Effingham

Appreece Tomb, 25 Feet North of the Tower of the Church of
St. Lawrence, Church Street, Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First listed
List Entry Link

Status
List Entry Number
First listed:
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029428
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029428

List Description

Tomb. Early C19. Stone moulded plinth with panelled sides;
fluted piers to angles. Gadrooned band to edge of lid with shallow
pyramidal finial decorated in similar manner.

Grade II*
1294793
14 June 1967
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1294793
List Description
Church. C12 origin with south transept of c1250, chancel C14,
nave, aisle and western tower 1888 by W. J. Shearburn. Random flint rubble, cut and
knapped in tower and nave, with ashlar dressings and quoins. Plain tiled roofs. Short tower
to west, nave with south aisle and added porch, transept to south and chancel to east.
Tower: offset buttresses to west end, 2 storeys under battlemented parapet. 3 lancets,
linked under continuous hood mould, with louvered openings in 3 stages of top stage. C19
Perpendicular style window to west end; over C19 double doors in stone surround. 3 bay,
buttressed, nave with ogee-arch, 2-light tracery windows under stone voussoir heads to
north side. 2 bay chancel with Y tracery single light windows and 2-light window to north
under segmental label moulding. (C14). C14 window to east vestry to south flanking
chancel. Gabled C19 porch with simple arched surround to double doors. Interior: 4 bay
south arcade on round piers with moulded capitals. Chancel arch with 3 orders of jamb
shafts under plain capitals. Panelled wood ceilings with billeted wall plates to nave and
chancel. 2 bay transept with braced crown post roof and quoined surrounds to windows.
Fittings: Marble and gilt reredos, early C20. Late C19 pulpit with ogee arched crocketed
panels. Marble Font: round bowl on centre stem with 4 siennese marble detached pillason
keyhole step plinth. Piscina to south wall of chapel. Water stoup by South Door. Stained
glass window: To north wall at junction with chancel; by Heaton Bulter and Baynes 1911.
Mosaic and terracotta panels flanking the reredos depict Gabriel and Oriel. By Caesar
Czarnikow 1911. Monuments: White stone tablets in chancel. Remainder of monuments
moved to tower walls. North Wall: Various tablets including one to Maria Parratt. Died
1844,by William Pistell. In neo-classical style with grey stone, arched, ground and reclining
mourning figure on a couch. Further tablets to south wall. It is possible that the transept was
built by the monks of Merton Priory.
PEVSNER: Buildings of England, Surrey (1971) p. 20
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Vault, 30 Yards north west of Tower of Church of St.Lawrence,
Church Street, Effingham

Bogle Vault, 25 Feet North of Church of St. Laurence, Church Street,
Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1294799
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1294799

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029427
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029427

List Description

Vault. C19. Stone. Square on stepped plinth, approx. 10 feet
high. Moulded base with panelled sides under cornice and
entablature. Stepped base to ribbed shell socket to spherical
finial. Included for group value.

List Description

Vault. Dedicated to the Bogle family. Early C19. Stone. Step
plinth with square pier above on moulded base. Panelled sides
with recessed angle piers. Greek geometric pattern band to top;
cornice and stepped capital supporting foliage garland and ribbon
work urn.
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The Old Post Office, Church Street, Effingham

Nos 3, 4, 5 and 6 (Church Cottages, including Rookery Cottages),
Church Street, Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029385
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029385

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029386
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029386

List Description

House. C17 core remodelled in Early C18. Red-brick with hipped
plain tiled roof. Two storeys with plat band over ground floor, and
moulded, gauged-brick, eaves cornice. End stacks both offset.
Regular front with two 3-light casement windows on each floor
under gauged brick heads. Central 6 pannelled door under flat
hood. Included for group value.

List Description

Possible Hall house, now extended and divided. Early C16,
extended to left and rear in C18, C19 and C20. Timber framed
on rendered plinth to ground floor left, tile hung above with brick
clad cross wing and extensions to rear. Plain tiled roofs. T shaped
plan with cross wing to left, at right angles to street. 2 storeys with
ridge stacks to centre and stacks to rear. 2 windows to first floor,
leaded, and 3 windows to ground floor right. Further window in
pentice extension to right end. Gabled bay to left with brick dentils
on gables. Irregular casement fenestration with one window on
each floor and one window between floors. C20 door to right (No.
6) 2 part glazed doors, 1 stable style to left. Double gabled wings
to rear, with one first floor casement window to each gable. Brick
porch on left (No. 5) trellis porch to right (No. 4). Part glazed door
to end of cross wing in open gabled porch (No. 3).
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Vine Cottage, The Street, Effingham

Home Farm House, The Street, Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1294753
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1294753

Status
List Entry Number
First listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1377842
14 June 1967
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1377842

List Description

House. Mid C18. Red and brown brick with hipped,plain-tiled
roof. U shaped plan with wings to rear. Two storeys with dentilled
brick plat band to eaves and end stacks. Regular front of 3 bays
with 16 pane glazing bar, sash fenestration under gauged brick
heads. 3 windows on first floor, two on ground floor. Central halfglazed panelled door under hipped hood on braces, in shallow
break and ribbed surround.

List Description

House. Early C16 to rear, mid-C16 front with C17 extensions,
remodelled in C20. Timber framed, exposed on right hand return
front with whitewashed roughcast cladding to front; plain tiled
roofs stepping down to rear, and half hipped to front right. Two
storeys. Ridge stack to centre of rear range and square stack to
right on front range. Wood framed, leaded casement fenestration,
2 windows on each floor to right and one on first floor left wing.
Gabled stair turret in re- entrant angle of ranges with first floor
casement and door to ground floor.
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Middle Farm House. The Street, Effingham

Brown’s, Brown’s Lane, Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1294754
14 June 1967
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1294754

Status
List Entry Number
First listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1377820
14 June 1967
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1377820

List Description

Hall House. C15 core with early C17 extensions, refaced in
C19. Timber framed clad in whitewashed render, plain tiled
roof. 2 storeys in gabled end bays, 1 storey and attic to centre.
Ridge stack inserted to right, rear stacks to left. Wavy edged
bargeboards to gables and to gabled dormer. C19 casement
fenestration with hexagonal pattern glazing bars. One window on
first floor in each gabled bay, 2 “cross” windows to ground floor
and a further window to left of centre. Ribbed door to centre in
gabled brick porch with wavy edged bargeboards and braces.
Right hand return front: framing exposed with whitewashed brick
and render infill. Pentice extension to rear left.

List Description

House. C17, extended and refaced in C18, further extended
in C19 and to right end in C20. Timber framed core clad in red
brick with plain tiled roof, hipped to left and half-hipped to right.
2 storeys on plinth with brick modillion eaves cornice. Large
stack to left, rebuilt stack to right and further stacks to rear. Wood
framed diamond paned leaded casement fenestration with five
windows on the first floor - a mixture of 3 and 4-lights, under
arched heads - 5 windows below. Ribbed and studded door to
right of centre in pentice-roofed brick and timber porch. Rear:
Irregular fenestration of glazing bar sash windows, retaining
original glazing bars, under cambered heads.
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The Red House, Lower Road, Effingham

Lodge Yard of the Red House, Lower Road, Effingham

Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1294784
25-Nov-1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1294784

Status
List Entry Number
First listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1377841
25 November 1985
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1377841

List Description

House. 1893 by Sir Edwin Lutyens for Susan Muir Mackenzie.
Red brick on a stone plinth with Bargate stone dressings; tile
hung gables to machine tiled roofs, half- hipped to right. Two
storeys with attic to gable on left and under hipped roof dormer
to right. Half-H shape plan to front with projecting end bays, and
wing at right angles to rear left. Massive stack to left end and
further stacks to rear. Stone-dressed casement fenestration
with chamfered surrounds, stone mullions and tile-on edge
lintels. One 4-light window to left hand gable in attic, one 5-light
window on first and ground floors below. Three 3-light first floor
casements in continuous strip under the eaves to the centre,
one 4-light window below. Two 2- light casements to first floor
right under ogee section parapet to set back roof. 2 windows to
ground floor, one to left continuing around the corner. Arched
door in re-entrant angle to left in stone chamfered surround
under metal covered hood suspended from hangers. Hipped roof
service wing to rear left. C20 wing to right end, added when roof
was altered. Originally ‘The Red House “was in a Gertrude Jekyll
Garden, who was a friend of the owner, and is an early work by
Lutyens.

List Description

Lodge/Service building, now a cottage. 1893 by Sir Edwin
Lutyens. Red brick on stone plinth with stone dressings; hipped
plain tiled roof with end gablets and weatherboard turret to front.
Single storey with leaded casement fenestration. Two 3-light
casements to ends of street front in lugged surrounds, two single
light openings to centre, one either side of square turret under
2 pyramidal roof. Part glazed loft door to front of turret; main
entrance to left hand return front.

PEVSNER: Buildings of England, Surrey (1971) pp 207-8.
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The Lodge, Lower Road, Effingham
Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029338
06 January 1992
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029338

List Description
Large house, recently school and nursing home. The east
wing was built between 1835 and 1841 by Captain William Manning. In 1897 the railway
engineer George Saunders Pauling, who had made his fortune in South Africa and
Rhodesia, added a massive porte-cochère and a few rooms to the east and a large
galleried wing to the west. Italianate style. Original house stuccoed with incised lines to
imitate masonry and wide wooden bracketed eaves cornice, rest stuccoed with bands of
rustication. Slate roof and stuccoed chimney stacks. Original house of two storeys with
4 windows to north-east and 5 to south-east. Contemporary 3 storey service wing with 4
sashes to north-west. Other windows are 12-pane casements to first floor and mullioned
and transomed French widows below. South part of garden front has a right side projecting
pediment with first floor casement and 4-light French window below. The central bay is
recessed with similar casement to first floor and French window with cornice and brackets
above to ground floor. To the left is a shallow curved bay with 3 casements to the first floor
and 3 French windows with cornices and brackets. North-east or entrance front has to
left 2-storey curved bay with casement to first floor and French window with cornice and
bracket below. First floor has three other 12-pane casement windows. The ground floor is
obscured by a massive porte-cochère of 1897 stuccoed with balustraded parapet, tuscan
column and 2 round-headed arches to front, doorcase with curved pediment and side
lights and two side windows with shell moulding above. 1 storey 1 bay addition of 1897
to right and 2 storey 1 bay addition of 1897 to right of this with rusticated ground floor and
mullioned and transomed casements with cornices and brackets to ground floor windows.
To the south-west is large 1897 wing of 2 to 3 storeys. To the extreme right is a 3 storey
canted bay with lookout on 2nd floor 3 12-pane casements to upper floor and 1 window
on ground floor. To the left set back are 3 further 12 pane casements with curved bay to
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ground floor with 3 4- light French windows with cornice and brackets. Left corner has shallow
2 storey bay with 3 12-pane casements to first floor and 3 French windows to ground floor.
South-west side has probable C20 flat roofed extension in matching style. North-west front
has 7 windows including 3 in 2 storey canted bay. Facing at right angles is the earlier period
service wing now pebbledashed but with 6-pane sashes to upper floor and 12-pane sashes
to ground floor. The original building has a huge ground floor reception room, comprised of
three rooms. The corner room has an oval ceiling and underneath the pedimented projection
a ceiling painting depicting cherubs. c1840 marble fireplaces and c1897 built-in seat with
delicate carved wooden display cabinet above. The central room has a ceiling painting of a
lady reading a book flanked by cherubs. The next room has a painted ceiling depicting Venus
in a chariot drawn by doves with 5 cherubs bearing garlands. Door surrounds to these rooms
have cornices with brackets, swag and paterae friezes and paterae to architraves. Columned
feature divides rooms. Same 6 panelled doors. Principal first floor bedroom has cornice
with oak leaf moulding. Earlier service wing retains servants staircase with stick balusters
and column newels. Other internal features are of c1897. Large panelled entrance hall has
stone 4 centred fireplace with elaborate overmantel with swansneck pediment. Oval cupola.
Massive staircase hall with oak Jacobean style staircase with 2 round-headed wooden niches
at first floor level with plastered surrounds and gallery. At the base of the staircase, is a built-in
L-shaped seat and fireplace with tiled surround. Large Dining Room is panelled but with deep
plastered cornice with swags and wave, strapwork ceiling and stone 4 centred fireplace with
pilastered overmantel. Reception Room 3 has a c1897 circular metal and glazed dome and
wooden fireplace with eaved architraves and swags probably resited from the earlier wing.
Reception Room 4 has a later C19 4 centred arched stone fireplace. At the centre of the
1897 wing is an elaborate 2 storey gallery with curved balconettes at each end, elaborate
door surrounds with cornices and brackets with swag moulding and original palton tiled floor.
George Saunders Pauling was a local benefactor having built and endowed the local Roman
Catholic Church “Our Lady of Sorrows” in 1913.
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Old Westmore Cottage, Orestan Lane, Effingham
Status
List Entry Number
First Listed
List Entry Link

Grade II
1029394
14 June 1967
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1029394

List Description

Remains of Hall house. C15 altered in C16, extended to rear in
C17 and with mid-C17 porch, restored in C19. Timber framed,
exposed on Entrance (East) front with colourwashed render
infill, over rendered underbuild, brick porch. Hipped plain tiled
roofs with end gablets. Entrance front at right angles to street: 2
storeys with inserted stack to right of centre. 3 framed bays with
curved first floor bracing to ends. Casement fenestration with 2
windows on first floor, 2 windows below, leaded to left. Fine, 2
storey, brick pilasters with flint inlays flank an oval panel on the
first floor and a gauged brick, round-headed arched entrance
to the ground floor. Brick imposts to door surround and central
panel to cornice.over ground floor. Gabled wings at right angles
to rear; one to left with further entrance. Interior: Crown post roofs
to front and south ranges, much re-used timber in roof of wing.
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Effingham Local List Buildings within the Conservation Area boundary
Sir Douglas Haig Public House, The Street, Effingham KT24 5LU

The Cottage, The Street, Effingham, KT24 5LQ

LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

720
07
020

LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

731
07
031

HISTORY

Main public house in village and prominent feature of the main
street. Built c. 1904 by Friary Holroyd and Healys Breweries,
Guildford, and named at the time ‘The Prince Blucher’. Large
two storey gable facing road at centre with gable fronted porch
to south of ground floor and second door to the north. To north
one and a half storey wing flush with gable at front elevation with
hipped roof, eaves dormer and tall chimney stack. To south a
single storey wing with pitched roof and chimney stack, and small
flat roofed extension. To rear the protuding central section has
a half-hipped roof. Front elevation rendered and painted white,
with brown stained timbers applied to upper storey and gable to
simulate timber framing. Other elevations and chimney stacks
roughcast and painted white. Plain tile roof to main building and
to porch. Large original multi pane three and four light timber
casement windows to front elevation; doors and side walls of
porch also with glazing. Pub name on north and front elevations;
front gable carries a metal bracket with hanging pub sign.

HISTORY

Mid 19th century house faced in flint with brick dressings to front
elevation. Two stories, double pile plan with pitched roofs. North
elevation of double pile also flint with brick dressings. Higher,
2 storey cross-wing with conservatory to rear to south of front
range. Flint and brick; cream painted to rear and to rear half
of southern elevation. Pitched roof, with wooden finial to gable
facing front. Lower two storey extension to rear of double pile of
cream painted brick. Front elevation of double pile with central
gable with wooden finial and deep eaves. Two storey projecting
bay to north of centre with hipped roof. Similar but larger bay
to front elevation of cross wing. Lean-to extension to front of
northern elevation. Slate to all visible roofs with tile ridging.
Two ridge stacks and one on southern roof slope of crosswing.
External stack to north gable of front range. To front elevation
flint porch with brick dressings, with gabled roof, pierced wooden
bargeboard and wooden finial. Wooden door with glass lights
and rectangular fanlight. Two canted bay windows with timber
casements and slate roofs to front elevation of double pile. Three
light timber casements above; twolight above porch and single to
side walls of bay at both floors. To bay of cross wing windows are
on a larger scale. Three light casement windows to both stories
of front elevation and single light windows to sides. All windows
painted white.
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No’s 1 & 2 The Old Post Office Cottages, The Street,
Effingham KT24 5LS

Flint Walls to South Side of Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, Effingham

LL REF
Effingham Parish R
Property Reference
HISTORY

LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference
HISTORY:

724
07
024
18th century brick building now two cottages. Two storey, double
pile, the front with pitched plain tile roof to south and half-hipped
to north. Two chimney stacks, one external on south gable,
one ridge stack to north. Small brick gable lean-to to south with
plain tiled roof. Brick painted white to ground floor and lean-to;
decorative tile-hanging to 1st floor on front elevation and both
sides. Rear of building lower and narrower. White painted brick
to both floors and plain tile pitched roof. No chimney stacks.
Windows to all elevations modern large paned casements, in
combinations of top and side hung. On front elevation windows
are of irregular size and placement. On rear elevation size and
placement of windows is more regular along its length to both
floors. One window to upper floor on north side of front range.
Two wooden doors of differing styles to front elevation.
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705
07
005
Low flint wall, approx. 1m in height. Northern boundary wall
to Dormers. Random flint rubble with some brick dressings.
Segmental brick coping to top of the wall. (Timber close boarded
fence to top of the wall not included.)
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Methodist Church, Chapel Hill, Effingham
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:
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706
07
006
Methodist church, c. 1860. Flint elevations with red brick
dressings. Slate roof. Chapel Hill elevation has two pointed
arch windows with simple tracery and square paned glazing.
Lead dressing to sills. Modern timber porch. Recessed brick
dressed date stone above. Recessed stone quatrefoil under
the ridge. The Street elevation has two lancet windows with
square paned glazing and lead sills. Modern extension to rear
with gable end to The Street. Brick elevations and clay tiled
roof. Two white timber lancet windows to The Street.

The Old Vicarage, Church Street, Effingham KT24 5LX
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference
HISTORY:

708
07
008
Former vicarage. 1840’s. Later, possibly late 1880’s. Cross wing
extension, double pile form with gable ends to the street. Brick
to all elevations, plain clay tiled roof. Decorative tile hanging to
gable ends and part of the northern return flank wall of the later
extension. Brick dentil course to eaves. Timber casements to
main part of house, sashes to cross wing.
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Outbuildings to South West of Vicarage, Browns Lane, Effingham
KT24 5LX
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

701
07
001
Outbuilding to south west of the Old Vicarage. Possibly early
19C. Flint rubble walls with brick dressings. Clay pantiled roof.
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Walls to front of Wildacre, Browns Lane, Effingham KT24 5NL
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

703
07
003
Coursed flint rubble wall. Boundary wall to Wildacre, a modern
(1970’s?) house. Northernmost section low, approx. 1m in height,
increases to approx. 2m in height on southern stretch to entrance
to Wildacre.
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Dormers and Thorncroft, Church Street Effingham KT24 5NA

Crossways Surgery Crossways, Effingham, KT24 5LW

LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference
HISTORY:

LL REF
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710
07
010
House, now divided into two. Circa 1637. Cross wing to rear.
Timber framed, brick elevations, tile hung to first floor. Plain tiled
roof. Timber casement windows with diamond paned glazing.
Some square paned glazing to part of side and rear elevations.
Four chimney stacks. Modern extension to northern end with
false pitched roof.

Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

717
07
017
Doctor’s surgery. Circa 1870. Single storey. Brick elevations, part
painted white. Projecting brick quoins to corners. Slate roof. One
chimney stack. Numerous window types. Canted bay to south
(Crossways) elevation. Decorative bargeboards to south and
east elevations.
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Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, Lower Road, Effingham KT24 5JP
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

718
07
018
Roman Catholic Church. 1913 by Edward Bonner. Early English
style. Flint elevations with stone dressings. Plain clay tiles to
roof. Small square tower. Lancet windows. Attached, to rear is
the Priest’s House, circa 1920. Roughcast render, plain clay tiled
roof. Largely original glazing, timber, multi paned casements.
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Lych Gate to Church Our Lady of Sorrows Lower Road, Effingham
KT24 5JP
719
Effingham Parish Reference 07
Property Reference
019
HISTORY:
Lych gate to church. 1913 by Edward Bonner, with the Church.
Timber construction supported on low flint walls with stone
dressings. Plain clay tiled roof.
LL REF
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White Cottage, Chapel Hill, Effingham KT24 5NB
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:
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704
07
004
House. 1868, later extension to western end, possibly 1880’s.
Double pile plan, two chimney stacks. White painted brick
elevations. Slate roof. Camber arch window openings with
sliding sashes to original part of front elevation, with blue painted
shutters. Two ‘Lovelace style’ cast iron multi paned windows to
the western end of the front elevation with ogee arches to the top.
Modern timber multi paned casements elsewhere, one UPVC
window visible on the rear elevation. Gable fronted white painted
brick porch with slate roof to the front elevation.

Water Fountain (In the grounds of Sir Douglas Haig Public House),
The Street, Effingham KT24 5LU
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

721
07
021
Cast concrete and stone water fountain, probably early 20th
century. Approx. 2m high. Decorative back panel set at base into
brick boundary wall of pub garden. At top twin pilasters flank shell
and fish which hides water source. Water fell into a shallow bowl
set into top of an urn resting on leafy capitals of a fore-shortened
triple column. Whole fountain is set at ground level inside larger
semi-circular bowl. Largely obscured by ivy at time of survey
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No’s 4 & 5 The Steps The Street, Effingham KT24 5LT
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

722
07
022
Set back from and above road with steps down. Pitched slate
roof with two chimney stacks. Symmetrical front elevations,
probably originally of a similar appearance. Central door to each
with small window above. One window to either side of centre to
each storey of front elevation of both cottages. Segmental brick
arches over all windows and doors. Timber casement windows
with stone sills. No. 4 has modern multi pane glazed door with
rectangular fanlight and small timber gabled pentice porch with
slate roof. White painted window frames. Brickwork of no. 5
painted white with blue painted window frames. Timber shutters
to larger windows on upper floor also painted blue. Not original.
Gabled wooden porch with slate roof added over front door.
Painted white, but timber of weather-boarded gable left exposed.
Windows to sides.
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Wall between No’s 1 The Steps & the Methodist Church (Chapel Hill)
The Street, Effingham, KT24 5LT
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

723
07
023
Restored coursed flint walls with brick dressings, approx. 1.5m
high, running along The Street, between and including street
boundaries of 1 The Steps and the Methodist Church. Brick steps
leading from road level up to front gardens of 1-5 The Steps
included. The central part of the wall runs along the boundary on
The Street of the garden to White Cottage, Chapel Hill (L/7/4).
Timber close-boarded fence to top of section bordering Methodist
Chapel not included. Wall turns to run east up Chapel Hill (listed
under Chapel Hill, L/7/7). Listed for contribution to street scene.
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Wall to South of Yew Tree Walk, The Street, Effingham
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:
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725
07
025
Brick and flint wall, approx. 1.5 metres high. The easternmost
section running up to The Street is of brick resting on a low
flint plinth. Red-purple brick with a red brick segmental coping
and vertically elongated geometrical pierced openings, flanked
by decorative clay blocks with floral motif in a ‘Lovelace’ style.
Western section of wall of random flint rubble with brick dressings
and some substantial repairs in brick to northern side in particular.

Wall to the Orchard Cottage and Old Hollies. The Street, Effingham,
KT24 5LL
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

727
07
027
Roughly coursed flint wall approx 1.5m high partially topped with
hedges. Brick dressings to property entrances. Close boarded
timber fencing surmounting sections of flint walling at Old Hollies
not included. To north wall becomes boundary wall to Browns
and is Grade II listed as a curtilage structure to that building.
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Old Hollies. The Street, Effingham, KT24 5LL
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

729
07
029
Early 19th century brick house. Apparently of two square plan
forms adjoined. To south two stories, to north two and a half
stories, having a semi-basement. Both with decorative tile
hanging to first floor front elevation and cream roughcast below.
Northernmost elevation roughcast. Southernmost with decorative
tile hanging to first floor. Both halves with hipped plain tile roofs.
One ridge stack to northern part of building, two other stacks
rising from rear of southern part. To northernmost elevation
small flat wooden porch supported from above by slender iron
brackets, over raised ground floor door with steps up. Flanking
wall roughcast with brick dressings. Small lean-to extension in
front of steps at semi-basement level roughcast with plain tile
roof. Long verandah-style porch to front elevation of southern
part of building with wooden supports on brick pillars. Shaped
wooden brackets under eaves of shallow plain tile roof. Two large
pane timber sash windows to first floor of front elevation of each
half of building. Small window to semi-basement of northern
half. Within porch to south multi pane windows flanking door,
a shallow curved window and a multi pane sash window all of
timber. To northernmost elevation two timber sash windows to
raised ground floor. To southernmost elevation two bay windows
at ground floor, two large pane sash windows above.
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The Cottage,The Street, Effingham KT24 5LQ
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:

731
07
031
Mid 19C house faced in flint with brick dressings to front
elevation. Two stories, double pile plan with pitched roofs. North
elevation of double pile also flint with brick dressings. Higher,
2 storey cross-wing with conservatory to rear to south of front
range. Flint and brick; cream painted to rear and to rear half
of southern elevation. Pitched roof, with wooden finial to gable
facing front. Lower two storey extension to rear of double pile of
cream painted brick. Front elevation of double pile with central
gable with wooden finial and deep eaves. Two storey projecting
bay to north of centre with hipped roof. Similar but larger bay
to front elevation of cross wing. Lean-to extension to front of
northern elevation. Slate to all visible roofs with tile ridging.
Two ridge stacks and one on southern roof slope of crosswing.
External stack to north gable of front range. To front elevation
flint porch with brick dressings, with gabled roof, pierced wooden
bargeboard and wooden finial. Wooden door with glass lights
and rectangular fanlight. Two canted bay windows with timber
casements and slate roofs to front elevation of double pile. Three
light timber casements above; twolight above porch and single to
side walls of bay at both floors. To bay of cross wing windows are
on a larger scale. Three light casement windows to both stories
of front elevation and single light windows to sides. All windows
painted white within bla
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Applestore (to the Southwest of the playing fields), The Street,
Effingham
LL REF
Effingham Parish Ref
Property Reference

HISTORY:
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732
07
032
Small possibly 19th century timber apple store. Weather boarded
to all elevations, with a plain tile ridged roof. Perhaps originally
on stone staddles but now rests on timbers. Wooden door to one
gable end. Small windows with decorative leaded lights to other
elevations, now boarded up. Relocated to its present site from
Shalford.
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